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Executive summary

A

rup presented us with a brief asking us to investigate if a shift to
transdisciplinarity would return

Arup to the founders vision and their ideal
state of Total Architecture, and how they might
make this shift in a commercially practical way.
We re-briefed this problem to be “How might
we reinvigorate the founding principles of Total
Design in Arup today while also maintaining
the commerciality of Arup as a successfully
engineering consulting firm?”.
We eventually discovered unchartered territory in client/Arup relations, as well as noting
the huge amounts of interesting research Arup
conducts which goes largely unnoticed. There is
a gap between what Arup’s capabilities are and

what they are able to do for their clients. We
decided this is where we would explore for
creating our intervening innovation.
We developed AVA (Arup Virtual Assistant) a personable, friendly chatbot that works
within the Google Assistant platform. AVA can
explain Total Design and Ove’s key speech in
digestible pieces, recommend relevant and interesting Arup university research papers, and
explore other concepts Arup is interested in.
Through using AVA, clients will learn and
internalise Arup’s true ability with Total Design, which will in turn allow Arup to realign
the briefs they are approached with to become
more interesting, creative projects. This in turn
provides Arup the opportunity to improve
their branding, abilities, and fulfil their Total
Design goals.

Introduction

O

ve Arup and his philosophical con-

careful time to truly understand the original vi-

templation about Engineering and

sion of the firm, not just through the Key Speech,

Architecture was ahead of his time.

but through other essays, countless stories about

His push to realise the potential of combining the

Ove himself, and through the projects which he

perspectives of these, seemingly incompatible

completed. We also sought to look into the fu-

fields hinted at transdisciplinarity. Ove developed

ture of engineering and architecture and Total

his ideas into the concept of Total Architecture.

Design, through the context of the 3rd Industrial

It is the process of designing and constructing a

Revolution, in order to create something which

part of the built environment by considering more

was applicable today and well into the future of

than just physical requirements. Other important

Arup, cementing their place in the forefront of

aspects such as social, environmental, economic

their field. We also sought to understand Arup as

and aesthetic are evaluated thoroughly and inte-

an organisation and as they stood today as deep-

grated into the final design. Ove recognised the

ly as we could, from their interesting ownership

increasing specialisation of work that was occur-

structure to their segmented departments. We

ring within Engineering and Architecture making

also came to understand the Sydney office specif-

it more difficult to cohesively consider the many

ically, their troubles with hot desking, their rapid

competing factors in any given project. This trend

growth, and their place on the international stage.

observed more than 50 years ago has continued to
the current situation of very large project teams of
experts, each with silo-ed knowledge domains.
From the very beginning of the project, we
strived to create something which would bridge
the perceived gap between business efficiency and
total architecture, something that would bring
the ‘Oveness’ back to Arup Sydney. We took our

the brief
The initial brief provided by Arup provides an

in particular, is framed as an unattainable

introductory insight into the current situation in

ideal. Transdisciplinary ways of working are

the industry.

suggested as a potential bridge between the

“Striving for Total Architecture: Testing

two concepts. Perhaps, as a way of enabling

the commercial practicality of transdis-

Total Architecture to be brought forth more

ciplinarity. Total architecture is an ideal

often without impacting the financial success

which can never - or only very rarely - be

of Arup. Based on this we re-briefed to the

fully realised in practice, it is commercial-

following:

ly unviable a lot of the time due to cost,

“How might we reinvigorate the found-

time and resource requirements. However,

ing principles of Total Architecture in

could a shift to transdisciplinarity change

Arup today while also maintaining the

this? If it might, how can we change?”

commerciality of Arup as a success-

Two key drivers are apparent in this. First is

fully engineering consulting firm?”

commerciality, a critical part in the operation of

We raised further questions exploring stake-

any for-profit-organisation, even a comparative-

holders within Arup’s domain including their

ly low profit margin one such as Arup. Second

employees and clients, and, considering the

is Total Architecture, a core part of the founding

scope of their buildings, a large percentage

principles of Arup. These two core ideas seem

of the population of the world. How do their

to be clashing in the given brief, seen as almost

needs impact the problem space? How do they

incompatible with each other. Total Architecture,

interact within this complex system?

“

We are led to seek overall quality, fitness for purpose, as
well as satisfying, or significant, forms and economy of construction. To this must be added harmony with the surroundings and the overall plan. We are then led to the ide-

al of ‘Total Architecture’, in collaboration with other like-minded
firms or, better still, on our own. This means expanding our field
of activity into adjoining fields: architecture, planning, ground
engineering, environmental engineering, computer programming, etc. and the planning and organisation of the work on site.
It is not the wish to expand, but the quest for quality which has brought us to this position, for we have realised that only intimate integration of the various parts
or the various disciplines will produce the desired result.
The term ‘Total Architecture’ implies that all relevant design decisions have been considered together and have been integrated into a whole by a well organised team empowered to fix
priorities. This is an ideal which can never - or only very rarely - be fully realised in practice, but which is well worth striving
for, for artistic wholeness or excellence depends on it, and for
our own sake we need the stimulation produced by excellence.

from the key speech of sir ove arup

research design process
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RESULTING KEY THEMES

T

hroughout our exploration, we have chosen to be conscious of the assumptions we were making and questioning them. Is Ove’s vision
of Total Architecture still applicable to today’s context? Do we need to look beyond his vision? In our contemporary setting, we have
chosen to expand Total Architecture into Total Design to encompass more aspects of the built environment. Emerging technologies are
making data science and the digital domain more closely connected to the physical domain. We took an iterative funnel approach to understanding Arup’s Total Design problem. Through research and interviews, we extracted key themes and smaller problems. Then, we explored
them thoroughly, focusing in on narrower sections of them until we reached insights, or roadblocks. By reflecting on our process, we could
discern the relevant information from our problem exploration and distill them into three key insights.

COMMUNICATION AND SILOS

TOTAL DESIGN VS COMMERCIALITY

We began looking at the brief as a
communication issue. We considered the organisation as being siloed and looked toward modern
organisational change experts like
Frederic Laloux to understand how
modern organisations changed
their structure and processes to deal
with silos. We interviewed and observed Arup employees to understand the frequency of, reasons for
and barriers against communication between employees. We heard
statements like “I never go up to
the 10th floor” and “I don’t talk to
people outside my department”.

Another theme we explored through
was the conflict between Commerciality
and Total Design. We asked the question “How could we create cost-effective
transdisciplinarity?”
Understanding
Arup’s corporate structure and their billing process helped us understand how a
transdisciplinary approach to establishing project teams quickly compounded
the cost of projects, without a clear link
to the revenue each member generated.
Exploring this theme, we looked at
Arup University and found that it was
the beating heart of Total Design within Arup, and this could be because it
was internal facing rather than external facing. This led us to the speculative question, “What if Arup University could sponsor the extra people on a
project to make it transdisciplinary?”

THE FUTURE OF TOTAL DESIGN
We were encouraged by Arup and UTS
Lecturer Kees Dorst (who knew Ove
personally) to “Go Beyond Ove” and
envision what the of Total Design could
be in future contexts. In order to do this
properly, we scoured the Key Speech,
read Ove’s essays, studies his influencers like Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius,
watched documentaries and interviews.
Once we understood the philosophy, we projected into the future using
futuring techniques like the Scenario
Planning Quadrant Matrix and backcasting, to find that Arup would need
to start collaborating with professions
like data scientists, experience designers, ethnographers to really create human-centred, and high-quality projects.
Arup would need to understand new
materials and technology, as well as
emerging trends in the built environment like Demand-Driven Architecture,
Swarm Architecture and Micro-Grids.

Key Insight: Shifting the Power

W

e ended up focusing on a

OVE’S PHILOSOPHY ON CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

path that focused on reshap-

Ove wrote extensively about how Arup

ing the Arup-client relation-

should conduct itself with clients. He talks

ship. It would be useless to develop smaller

about the importance of Arup creating qual-

cultural interventions designed to enhance

ity projects in the built environment to both

Total Design, if employees were constantly

enhance our collective experience of the built

constrained by billable hours, and budgetary

environment, and create a strong reputation

and time pressures of projects. Our prototype

for Arup as a company. He stipulates that

would need to be a small step designed to

sometimes, the means that Arup needs to be

get the ball rolling on the process of educat-

able to be in the driving seat of projects and

ing clients. There were three key points of

have control over the quality of the idea.

inspiration that led to this insight: (1) Ove’s

Our conversations with Arup employees

philosophy on client relationships; (2) Under

found that often Arup didn’t challenge clients

The Viaduct report and interviews; and (3)

enough and left employees feeling like there

research into client-facing office design.

were better way things could be done, but ap-

peasing the demands of clients.
An example of this came in one of our in-

Under The Viaduct is a well revered and
widely read research paper within Arup. We

terviews. An Arup employee identified a time

spoke to employees who were proud to have

that a client wanted a façade built in a way

worked on it, and other that were disap-

that the employee saw as being expensive and

pointed that they didn’t have the opportuni-

unaesthetic. The employee told the client this,

ty. When we interviewed researchers for the

but was met with a lack of time and consid-

Under The Viaduct research paper, people

eration. This resulted in a project that Arup

thought that most Arup employees would

had its name to, that wasn’t built to properly

relish the opportunity to work on a pro-

incorporate Total Design.

ject that expanded the scope of a brief and

UNDER THE VIADUCT

looked more holistically and creatively at the

Under The Viaduct is an Arup University

value Arup could provide their client.

Research report that explores the possibility of

In the opinion of the interviewees, the

creating functional spaces in the areas under

clients approached Arup without really un-

elevated urban roads in order to maximise

derstanding Total Design and the way Arup

the value the structure provides clients and

wanted to work on projects. This meant that

broader groups of stakeholders. In this sense,

when it come to suggestions on they how

it provides an example of how Arup can create

could engage in Total Design and create all

projects that can be considered Total Design.

round better projects, clients often resisted.

“

The brief cannot define quality. But it can prevent quality
being produced by the designer, and often does...more
often by being too detailed, thus pre-empting design
decisions which ought to be taken by the designer,

or which at least ought to be integrated with the other.

Ove Arup, taken from the essay Future Problems Facing
The Designer in the Arup Journal, 1972.

This built a stronger case for the fact that Arup
could benefit from clients understanding their values and processes.
EXPLORING CLIENT-ORIENTED OFFICE DESIGN
We considered Arup’s office relocation in the later
part of 2018 as an opportunity for a context that
could ground our prototype. Office lobbies are
relatively passive, but powerful channels of communication being explored by companies.
We had heard that PWC had three client-access
floors in their Sydney office and explored them
to see if there was merit in the idea. Visually and
spatially, the offices were impressive. There was
a lab-like innovation space where PWC exhibited
various innovative projects they had been involved
in. There was an interactive waterfall of projects
that clients and visitors could interact with where
they could read PWC produced reports, or email
them themselves for later reference.
While there very few were few people interacting with the waterfall while we were in the office,
we felt that it effectively communicated to us that
there was a lot more that PWC did than we were
aware of, and that they were true experts in multiple fields.

“

It is not just efficiency we are after. Efficiency can
be bought too dearly, it can easily be combined with
inhumanity. Teamwork, smooth collaboration between
many individuals is necessary in most cases, but it must be

given freely - the discipline must not be based on fear and tyranny.

Thinking and Getting Things Done by Sir Ove Arup,
published in The Ove Arup Newsletter in April 1981

AVA is a machine learning Virtual Assistant who sits on top of the Google Assistant platform. DialogFlow was used to
create the application and utilise their advanced natural language processing. She can be used through a Google Home,
the app on a mobile phone, or embedded into websites, Facebook Messenger, Twitter or Slack, among other platforms.

https://youtu.be/ivEE5mfqj0U

Imagine you’re a client of Arup. You
decided to dip your toes into the internet of things by getting yourself
a Google Home. The Arup acoustics
engineer you were working with on
a project told you about AVA. She’s
a virtual agent who can answer your
questions about the particular way
Arup does things. So you decide
to road test your Google Home by
asking AVA about this thing called
Total Design that you’ve seen and
heard in your dealings with Arup.

https://youtu.be/mf9E_Hbr4Mg

If you don’t have Google Home? No
problem, AVA can be accessed on your
smartphone through the Google Assistant App. As you can see the beauty of
interacting with Ava this way is that you
can read additional text, see images, and
click links to the Arup website where
you can download the relevant report
if you really want to go deep into it.

https://youtu.be/rdtNUOWs8rs

Of course, you don’t need to use voice all
the time. You can just chat using short text
messages. Ava’s chat interface can even be
embedded in your web pages. Here AVA
is embedded in Oliver Damian’s article
about Bitcoin and Creative Destruction.

These videos show scenarios where clients access
Ava on their own devices. It makes the philosophy
of Total Design easily accessible for clients to learn
more about this critical aspect of Arup.

The first iteration of AVA was more spatially
focused, and more internally oriented, towards struggling or exceptionally passionate Arup employees.
We were inspired by Ove in retirement reflecting on
the key speech as he originally considered naming it,
his ‘musings of an old man in a garden’. We envision
a space, even an actual garden in Arup offices where
one can sit, reflect and ask for inspiration from an
Ove-bot, a reincarnation, who could bring Ove like
inspiration back to Arup and fill what seems to be a
missing space in the organisation. This idea is one we
still envision a possibility with AVA, representing an
evolution of Ove instead of a direct recreation.
During our user testing in Arup offices, several
people mentioned that this interface could be useful
for employee induction, as a way for people who don’t
know much about Arup to learn quickly and in a
nonlinear, less laborious way. At the very least it offers
learnings from the key speech in easily digestible
chunks. They also said it could be a better interface to
the existing intranet. For example retrieving a report
about drones can require searching through 5 levels of
links. AVA could be asked to fetch it directly utilising
a search algorithm or suggest people to contact for
more information. Or, it can simply be as transactional and administrative, such as “Ava show me my
payslip please”.

“

We see total design as a natural evolution of our founding principle of Total Architecture. Back in the 70s, our
founder Ove Arup saw the need to expand our field of
activity into the adjoining fields of architecture, plan-

ning,

ground

engineering,

&

environmental

engineering.

Similarly, we see a need to expand total architecture
into total design to include the fields of data science, digital fabrication, and artificial intelligence. Would you like
to know what else Ove talked about in the key speech?

one of ava’s replies if you ask her “what is total
design?”

value for arup

T

he built environment Arup have

Design. For this to be a possibility, Arup need

curated is the most persuasive

clients who are going to be receptive to making

evidence of their skill, values and

projects that are the best in the built environ-

market dominance. A physical real world

ment, that consider new approaches and engage

portfolio. But, is this portfolio losing its edge?

with materiality, and that create value in the

How long can Arup use the Opera House as

greater ecosystem. We propose the idea that

their key piece, before creating something

Arup have more power in the engineering mar-

better? Are the stock standard roads they’re

ket than they even realise, and that they can use

building today going to create a portfolio that

their unique position and increase this domi-

brings people to Arup in the future, seeking

nance by selling their ideas in a new way.

their remarkably unique approach to design
and engineering?

Using AVA to learn about Total Design, an
expectation is instilled in clients of quality driv-

To continue to improve their position in

en projects that meet cost and time constraints

the market Arup needs to actively seek out

rather than cost driven projects that meet bare

interesting, diverse and challenging projects,

minimum quality expectations, the client begins

ones which speak to their value of Total

to consider the quality of the project more than

the price. We believe Arup’s role as consulting engineers
needs to change from simply following the clients request to be using their expertise to create the most value
possible for both themselves and the client. But, this
breakdown of traditional consulting hierarchy can only
be done if Arup and the client are both willing to work
together to pull every opportunity out of an otherwise
uninteresting brief and develop them further than they
each could do alone, which we believe AVA will facilitate. Standout, total design, projects move Arup into the
forefront of any set of potential contractors, meaning
Arup maintains its competitive advantage as a successful
engineering firm.

The direct value created by educating clients

and of the philosophy the firm was born

with AVA is that she is a passive technology.

from, we have multiple recommendations for

Once built there is low ongoing cost, its use

Arup moving forward. These are:

by clients to learn and be amazed is free for

Safe-to-fail Testing

Arup, no hours spent crafting detailed bids,

We recommend that Arup spends time test-

or long meetings with clients, the education

ing AVA in settings and projects that aren’t

happens, unobtrusively on the client’s time

critical to Arup’s reputation and profitabil-

instead of Arup time. Google Assistant and

ity. This testing period will allow Arup to

chatbot technology is an emerging and ex-

tweak AVA’s design based on what users need

citing concept at the moment, and Arup can

currently, and wish to interact with it. As

capitalise on this as adopters of this technol-

AVA uses machine learning processes, it will

ogy. Far from taking the human element out

also allow time for natural training. Suitable

of pitching, this makes a normally cold and

safe-to fail testing scenarios include: (1) Arup

bureaucratic process far more human, natural,

Research projects; (2) Upcoming graduate

and involved from the client’s side, standing

recruitment intake; and (3) loyal, long-term

out both in medium and in content.

clients.

Recommendations For AVA’s Implementation

Incorporating AVA With the New Offices

Based on our research and what we consider to

There’s an opportunity to test and develop

be a deep understanding of the culture of Arup

AVA in Arup’s new offices. Integrating an

assistant in with the wayfinding technology being

of passionate and curious employees, similar to

utilised in the lobby can make it easier for Arup

the Champions of Change team responsible for

employees to find each other, breaking through

designing elements of Arup’s new offices.

an important communication barrier. It will also

If Arup decides to implement AVA across

be useful for clients who need help navigating

multiple platforms, this will be a longer-term

the offices, or as an interactive installation to gain

project that will require Arup to hire a profes-

knowledge about Arup as they wait.

sional programmer/team of programmers.

There is also scope to develop an installation the

Further Considerations

lobby or shared area that has AVA embedded in

Regardless of AVA’s implementation, Arup

it, to maximise the potential for it to interact with

employees should be mobilised to suggest and

clients. We suggest doing this through the afore-

implement changes to client briefs, and clients

mentioned Ideas Garden, but it is flexible if it does

should come to expect this when they deliver

not suit the layout of the new offices.

their brief.

Establishing a Team Responsible for Develop-

Increasing the awareness and engagement

ing and Training Ava

around Arup University research papers and

We recommend creating an Arup team who have

reports

are custodians of AVA. This means they will be
responsible for its testing and implementation.
To keep cost low, this could be an internal team

Conclusion

T

hrough our research and findings,
we have come to discover that Arup
has troves of interesting, standout

research, ideas and projects, and we believe
AVA is the means to present these great ideas
in an educational and beneficial medium for
clients and, therefore, for Arup. This innovation is more than a marketing strategy, and
more than a waiting room article, Ava shows
clients that Arup is a firm who create exceptional projects but will not compromise on
their values of quality and creativity They
will work with the client to realise the best
version of their brief. Opening up the clients
to Total Design Ideas and showing them the
calibre of work already done, in an interactive, time saving and easy to digest method,
will move Arup forwards in leaps and bounds
towards their Total Design goals.
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